Ensign College Official Logos

The official college logos were developed by the CES Board of Directors to closely match the logos used by the other CES institutions. There are two formats of the official logo. The "stacked logo" is always the preferred format unless the use case suggest that the "one-line logo" provides a better, more legible representation of the name of the college.

Ensign College Medallion Logo

The medallion logo was also developed to closely match medallions used by the other CES institutions. This logo is used primarily in academic settings and requires special permission from the MarComm Team.

Ensign College Collegiate Logos

The Ensign Collegiate logos are unique to the college. They are typically used on merchandise and apparel and require special permission from the MarComm Team.
Logo Colors

The official college logos appear in Ensign Green or be white and reversed out of a solid brand color. A logo can appear over a photo in a restful area with very little color and value variation. The logo can be black in B&W applications. Other color combinations require approval.

Minimum Size

The logo should never be printed at a height smaller than 1/4” or approximately 30 pixels tall digitally. The logo may require adjustments when reproduced in small sizes or in special applications such as embroidery or silk screening. Contact the MarComm Team for assistance.

Clear Space

Always include clear space on all sides of the logo. Clear space should be determined by the size of the letter B found on the top left corner of the logo. This space should be kept clear of any other elements.
Logo Integrity

The logo should not be distorted or modified in any way. This includes, but is not limited to:

- Stretching
- Distortion
- Re-creation of logo artwork/changing fonts
- Changing to unapproved color schemes
- Adding text
- Adding texture
- Adding icons or graphic elements